The wave excited motion of a body floating on water confined between two semiinfinite ice sheets is investigated. The ice sheet is treated as an elastic thin plate and water is treated as an ideal and incompressible fluid. The linearized velocity potential theory is adopted in the frequency domain and problems are solved by the method of matched eigenfunctions expansion. The fluid domain is divided into sub-regions and in each subregion the velocity potential is expanded into a series of eigenfunctions satisfying the governing equation and the boundary conditions on horizontal planes including the free surface and ice sheets. Matching is conducted at the interfaces of two neighbouring regions to ensure the continuity of the pressure and velocity, and the unknown coefficients in the expressions are obtained as a result. The behaviour of the added mass and damping coefficients of the floating body with the effect of the ice sheets, and the excitation force are analysed. They are found to vary oscillatorily with the wave number, which is different from that for a floating body in the open sea. The motion of the body confined between ice sheets is investigated, in particular its resonant behaviour with extremely large motion found to be possible under certain conditions. Standing waves within the polynya are also observed.
between the ice sheets or elastic plates and ocean waves, Sturova 21 considered the wave generated by an oscillating submerged cylinder in water under a semi-infinite elastic plate and calculated both the hydrodynamic loads on the cylinder and the deformation of the plate, as well as the free surface shape. Based on this method, Sturova 22 further studied the radiation and diffraction problem of a submerged cylinder in water with a finite-floe or in a polynya.
Rather than a submerged body, the present work considers a body freely floating on the water surface confined between two semi-infinite ice sheets in the context of the physical problem outlined at the beginning of the Introduction. The prime purpose is to investigate how the hydrodynamic coefficients of the body and the excitation force are different from those in open water. This leads to in-depth analysis for the motion of a floating body confined between ice sheets, in particular its unique resonant behaviour. The ice sheets will be treated as elastic plates and the effects of their draughts will be taken into account. The floating body considered is a rectangular box. This allows us to divide the fluid domain into five subregions and the velocity potential in each region is expanded into eigenfunctions. It ought to point out although eigenfucntions expansion method is a classic one, it still has to be used properly to achieve accurate solution efficiently. In fact, it was shown by Sahoo et al. 7 that the inner product has to be defined properly to ensure orthogonality. Here we shall use the Green's identity to enforce the continuity on the interface and to impose the boundary conditions, and further obtain the unknown coefficients in the expansion. Extensive results are provided through added mass and damping coefficients, excitation force and wave elevation. Their behaviours with the effects of ice sheets and size of the open water are analysed and implications in physics are discussed. In particular, body motion is calculated and its natural frequencies and the subsequent resonances in both coupled and uncoupled motions are investigated.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE A. Governing equation and boundary conditions
We consider the problem of a body floating on the open water surface between two semiinfinite ice sheets, as shown in Fig.1 . Each of the ice sheets is assumed to have uniform density, thickness and draught, or 11 , h  and 1 d for the left ice sheet and 22 , h  and 2 d for the right one, respectively. The density of water is defined as  . Flexural-gravity waves normal to the ice edge propagate beneath one ice sheet from the left infinity to the right. The body on the water surface is a rectangular box with width a and draught b, respectively. The horizontal distances on the left and right hand sides between the edges of the ice sheets and the sides of the floating body are 1 l and 2 l , respectively.
A Cartesian coordinate system O-xyz is defined where the origin is on the mean free surface and the middle of the body. The x-axis is along the direction of the incoming wave while the z-axis points upward and y-axis into the sheet. The water depth H is assumed to be constant.
FIG. 1. Geometry and the Cartesian coordinate system of the problem
Based on the assumption that the fluid is ideal, incompressible and its motion is irrotational, the velocity potential   
where i =1,2 correspond to the ice sheets in the left and right hand sides, respectively. On the seabed, we have
In the far field, the radiation condition should be imposed, which requires the disturbed waves to propagate outwards, or 
where ij  is the Kronecker delta function.
It should be noted that the edge condition should also be imposed on the ends of the ice sheets. Similar to an elastic beam, the three common conditions are free edge, simply supported edge and built-in edge, and corresponding mathematical equations for these conditions can be written as follows:
Free edge:
Simply supported edge:
Built-in edge:
xd  or  
B. Solution procedure
The fluid domain is divided into five domains shown in Fig.1 , namely,
. The method of eigenfunction expansions is adopted to give the expression of velocity potential with unknown coefficients in each domain. Through using the Green's second identity and imposing the continuity conditions of the pressure and velocity on the interface, these coefficients can be found. Specifically, the velocity potential corresponding to the five subdomains are defined as 
can be given as where  is a closed contour enclosing a fluid domain. For each sub-domain, the above integration along its contour can be applied. When  and  satisfy the free surface, bottom and radiation conditions in Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) respectively, the integrations over these surfaces are zero. However, the integration over the ice sheet is non-zero. Using integration by parts on the ice sheet and letting
, Eq. (17) in one of these two domains leads to
where
, , (18) are related to the shear force, bending moment, the slope and the displacement of the ice at its edge. In the present work, without loss of generality, we consider the free edge problem, which suggests that the shear force and bending moment vanish at the edges of the ice sheets. This gives
.
For the sub-domains corresponding to the free surface, 3  and 4  , Eq. (17) gives
,
For the sub-domain below the floating body, based on the continuity conditions at the interface, we first have
Furthermore, when the Green's identity is applied in 5  , it gives
Matching procedure in Eqs. (18), (19) and (22) is conducted based on the continuity conditions of pressure and the normal velocity across the interfaces, which transfers the integral equations into a system of linear equations. In particular, when Eq. (18) is used in 1  ,
 to ensure the pressure continuity. When it is used in 3
to ensure the continuity of the normal velocity. A similar principle is applied on all other interfaces to ensure continuity.
In practical computation, the infinite series in Eqs. (11) to (15) In the equation, the coefficients Aij, Bi can be obtained explicitly.
C. Wave forces and body motions
After obtaining the expressions for the velocity potential in each sub-domain, the pressure on the wetted body surface can be calculated through the linearized Bernoulli equation. Then, by integrating the pressure along the wetted body surface, the wave forces can be obtained.
These forces can be divided into three parts, namely, wave excitation force obtained from the incident and diffracted potentials, radiation force due to oscillation of the body and restoring force. We assume
,,
as the complex displacement amplitude of the body. Then equations for its motion can be obtained [24] [25]  α (24) The coefficients of matrix can be written as
where ij m and ij are the body mass and hydrostatic restoring coefficients, respectively. In the following calculations, we assume that the rotational centre and the mass centre coincide at the centroid of the submerged part of the body, which is 
The amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients can be respectively defined as Here we follow the same procedure by dropping m1 and m2 terms in Eq. (16) . Figure 2(b) shows the comparison and excellent agreement can be found. 
B. Hydrodynamic coefficients and excitation force
We shall use dimensionless variables in the subsequent results and discussions. The width of the box a , the density of sea water  , and the gravitational acceleration 
We then investigate the effect of the draught of the floating body and the width of the polynya on the hydrodynamic coefficients. Figure 4 shows results of the hydrodynamic coefficients at different floating body draughts, b. We can see from the figure that the sway added mass and damping coefficient increase in general with increasing b. This is expected as there is less solid surface to push the liquid and the result will obviously zero when b=0. For heave, the effect of the disturbance is mainly from the bottom of the body. At smaller b, the bottom is closer to the free surface and a larger wave is expected to be created. Therefore, a larger damping coefficient is also expected. For roll, it will be affected by both the sides and bottom of the body. In all these cases, the results are all oscillatory with respect to  . Figure 5 shows the effect of polynya width on the hydrodynamic coefficients. It can be seen that the results are less oscillatory with respect to  , since the width of the water surface is smaller. This can be linked to the wave elevation in zones III and IV, which will be discussed in Section III D. 
C. Body motions and resonance
The oscillatory motions of the floating body due to the wave excitation are considered. In 
Eq. (30) in fact corresponds to the uncoupled heave motion while (31) to coupled sway and roll motions. As added mass and damping coefficients in these two equations are frequency dependent, their roots are not able to be obtained explicitly. We may plot two curves with , which corresponds to the interaction point in Fig.8(a) . Multi-intersections can be seen in Fig.8(b) . This is principally due to coupling in the two degrees of freedom in oscillation. There exist singular points in the curves of 13  , which can happen when the  .
We notice that the intersection in Fig.8(b) is at around respectively. This shows at the first intersection of Fig.8(b) , the equivalent damping level is very low while at other intersections it is much higher and thus motions are much smaller.
Further inspection shows that depends on the relative value of the various parameters and there is no reason why it can be small or even zero. At resonance, displacement amplitudes of sway and roll motions can become extremely large. To demonstrate this, the rotational inertial 33 m of the body is adjusted in Fig.7 . This changes the natural frequency as well as the value of in Eq. (33). We also provide results for sway motion when rolling is restrained in Fig.7(a) , and roll motion when the sway is restrained in the Fig. 7(c) . As the restoring force for the sway motion is zero, its natural frequency is zero. No peak will be expected due to resonance excited by the oscillatory force and the peak in the coupled motion has therefore disappeared.
The uncoupled roll motion is on the other hand very similar to the coupled one. Away from resonance there are also other peaks in the motion curves; these are very much related to the oscillatory behaviour of the hydrodynamic coefficients and excitation forces as observed in Section III B.
D. Surface elevation
The wave elevation in the polynya is of great interest. Based on the dynamic free surface boundary condition, the wave due to body motion at each mode can be obtained from
Three points on the left side of the body are chosen, as , other parameters are same as those in Fig.3) The wave elevation amplitude due to diffracted and incident waves, or 0  , within the subregion of open water can be calculated by replacing jj i  in Eq. (34) with 0  . Since the diffraction problem is not symmetric or anti-symmetric about 0 x  , results are provided in Fig. 12 through six points symmetrically arranged on two sides of the body. In Fig. 12(a) , it shows that at some wave numbers the wave elevation amplitude is almost zero. As discussed previously, when
EG  , there would be standing waves in zones III or IV, respectively. In Fig. 13 , the curves for the ratios of various coefficients to I against  are plotted. From Fig.13(a) , we can see that the curves for , although at different wave numbers, which is due to the fact that both x and  affect the relative phase between the two individual waves.
However, near zero points do not occur on the body surface at /2 xa  . This is because the result also contains those terms which vary exponentially with x apart from the terms of with that in Fig.13(a) . 
IV. CONCLUSION
The method of matched eigenfunction expansion has been used to investigate the wave excited motion of a body floating on water confined between two semi-infinite ice sheets.
The method and solution procedure are verified through a convergence study and comparison with results from existing work through the problem of waves propagating across a polynya.
Extensive simulations are then made for a floating rectangular box. Through the obtained results, the following conclusions can be made.
1. Compared with the results in open water, the hydrodynamic coefficients oscillate with respect to the wave frequency. This is principally due to some radiating waves generated by the body motion being reflected back by the ice sheets.
2. The exciting force on the body has oscillatory behaviour similar to that of hydrodynamic coefficients. In particular, the peaks and troughs of the force curve follow a pattern similar to that of the damping coefficient, as they are both related to the amplitude of the wave generated by the body motion.
3. While there is a single natural frequency in the uncoupled heave motion, there are multi-natural frequencies in the coupled sway and roll motions. The equivalent damping level for the coupled motion is due to the combination of the hydrodynamic coefficients corresponding to sway and roll. It could be very small near the natural frequency and very large motion can be observed in such a case.
4. On the free surface confined by the body and ice, waves propagate in both directions.
Standing waves can be observed, especially in the case of wave diffraction. This leads to the wave elevation amplitude at a given location to be zero at certain frequencies.
5. When the gap between the body and ice is large, an approximation based on a wave from infinity can be used. Such an approximation has been found to satisfy the mathematical identity quite accurately.
